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Summary: Howard Barrows recommends that ‘authentic’ problem-base learning (PBL) use a format
in which students query a case module with regards to 202 history items, 121 physical examination
items, and an array of laboratory and imaging items. We examine a case that Barrows presented to
students at the University of Hawai’i in order to illustrate the problems that we see with this heuristic
method. This method portrays the clinical encounter as an interrogation and examination that reveals
the diagnosis within some standard nosology. We identify ‘instrumental rationality’, the mode of
thinking in which the goal is to find the most efficient means to achieve the ends, as the philosophy
underlying this view of medical practice. We suggest instead that physicians need to be skillful at
listening to patient narratives, that the case that Barrows presented appears rather different from this
perspective. If physicians view moral engagement with patients to be the core task of medicine, it will
help transform medicine from a task-oriented endeavor to one driven by ethics, morality, and justice.
„ 2003 Blackwell Publishing Asia and Wonca
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Introduction
One approach to problem-based learning (PBL) in a
medical school curriculum is to make the PBL process
replicate as closely as possible real clinical encounters,
a technique that Howard Barrows calls ‘authentic
PBL’.1 Authentic PBL seeks to replicate the conditions
of current practice, preserving intact the philosophy
underlying current medical practice. We contend that
we should subject this underlying philosophy to critical examination and ask if we want the next generation of physicians to adopt it as well. To examine those
underlying presuppositions, we critique a PBL module
(PBLM) of Southern Illinois University’s (SIU) curriculum. Each module is a paper case that can be ‘performed’ by a standardized patient. The tutorial group,
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consisting of five to six students and a faculty tutor,
uses the PBLM as the focus of their learning. One-third
of the cases are opened through interview and examination of a standardized patient. The patient’s chief
complaint is given at the outset. Any subsequent data
must be obtained from the paper case or the standardized patient through queries. The group has a codebook containing 202 history items, 121 physical
examination items, and an array of laboratory and
imaging items. The written PBLM has answers to all
these query items.
As regards the queries in the SIU codebook, Barrows
maintains that this constitutes just about everything a
doctor could possibly ask. ‘You can order a serum linoleum, if you like’. However, considering a PBLM case
that Barrows presented to first year medical students at
the University of Hawai’i, we were beset by a number
of questions that were not in the codebook. Indeed,
the fact that it was a real patient made us, as participants in the PBL process, curious about the patient and
his illness. In this, we agree with Barrows that basing
cases upon real patients sparks one’s curiosity. This

‘Authentic’ problem-based learning

curiosity, however, may lead the clinical encounter far
afield from a defined set of questions.
Barrows presented a PBLM case of a 31-year-old
Vietnamese student with amebic dysentery. He had
not been back to Vietnam since arriving in Illinois
5 years ago. So if the ameba had lain dormant for
5 years, why had he become symptomatic now? If he
had contracted it on campus, what had made him, in
particular, susceptible? Was his immune system
impaired? In the context of discussing the biopsychosocial model, McWhinney asks the questions, why this
patient? Why at this time?2
Where was he during the USA invasion of Indochina from the early 1960s to 19753,4 during which
time 3 million Vietnamese died? Had he been in the
North or South? Did he belong to the persecuted ethnic Chinese minority? Had he or his family been refugees? What was he studying? Was he planning for
success in Vietnam’s economy, more open since the
doi moi reforms?5 The point being – these were not
among the 202 questions in the PBLM codebook.

The interrogatory patient
encounter
One study showed that at the outset of real clinical
encounters, the patient tells his or her story for an
average of 18 seconds before the physician interrupts.6
The SIU PBLM encourages the learner to adopt such
an interrogative stance. In contrast to real patient
encounters, in which motivated patients have a
chance to bring the conversation back to their lifeworlds,7 no information is available to the SIU student
unless he asks for it. This encourages an attitude that
the doctor’s world is the real one, that the physician’s
tasks, to diagnose and treat, are primary.
The interrogatory method, revelatory of a priori
truth – innate knowledge not derived from sensory
experience – is reminiscent of the method of Socratic
enlenchus by which the slave boy in Plato’s Meno is
shown to ‘know’ the Pythagorean theorem through
questioning. Plato purports to demonstrate that the
slave boy’s soul must have always possessed this
knowledge, for in his queries, Socrates does not impart
information, but rather elicits what the slave boy
knows already.8 Similarly, underlying the interrogatory approach to the patient encounter is the conventional belief that the disease state is ‘out there’,
independent of our efforts to diagnose it or the
patient’s efforts to understand it – that the proper diagnostic procedures will uncover it.
A limited number of questions, examinations, and
tests leads the physician to one or more of a limited
number of diagnoses within some standard nosology,
for example, the diseases delineated in the Interna-

tional Classification of Diseases. The strategy is akin to
one of determining the Platonic form from the corrupt
manifestation in the real world. The underlying
assumption is that science is ‘the paradigmatic human
activity, and that natural science discovers truth rather
than makes it’.9
The physician becomes merely a technical instrument that gathers data during the clinical encounter.
It may be that depending on the prior knowledge and
concerns of the physician, different data might be
gathered, but such diversity is to be avoided. Consequently, 202 questions are proposed as exhausting the
possible universe of questions that could and should
be asked in a medical encounter. The physician’s tasks
are seen to be subject to standardization and continuous quality improvement. This is the longitudinal task
of medical education and training.

Instrumental rationality
One of the motives underlying the interrogatory
encounter is efficiency. Efficiency is served by restricting the purview of the encounter to the world of disease nosology. While efficiency is not to be denigrated,
this particular drive has a certain flavor of being driven
by the realities of modern American medical practice.
The inefficient provider cannot make it in the real
world of the marketplace.
Efficiency in medical education is seen in the organ
system organization of medical curricula – an organization that encourages medical students to view the
task of medicine not as engaging persons with sickness
but rather diseased organ systems.
At a fundamental level, this approach is driven by
the philosophical stance of instrumental rationality,
the mode of thinking in which the goal is to find the
most efficient means to achieve the ends, the particular ends chosen by those who have power, pragmatically separated from questions of ethics, morality, or
justice. Medicine is reduced to being a task-oriented
endeavor: to query and examine the patient in order
to determine the diagnosis. There is no room, in such
‘technocratic thinking’, for value-oriented action: efficiency replaces sensibility.
As noted by anthropologist Byron Good,
I am convinced of the threat of the dominance of
instrumental rationality to human freedom and to
our experience of the meaningful, mythological,
and transcendent dimensions of illness, healing,
and human existence.10
Of course, there is much to be said for reproducibility in history taking and physical examination skills.
Every patient would want a personal physician to
identify any ameba that they might harbor, rather
than attribute symptoms to childhood experiences or
www.blackwellpublishing.com/journals/afm
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to political economy. However, to ignore such considerations runs the risk that the lifeworld of the patient
will be ignored and the social causes of disease will go
unaddressed.

Narrative
Were we, the physician seeing the Vietnamese student
as a patient, we would obtain a different story than the
one elicited by the writer of the case. Indeed, it would
appear that the writer of the case does not obtain a
story at all. Or perhaps it has been partitioned among
the 202 questions. However, all illnesses are initially
conveyed as stories, and the skill of listening to narrative is one that all physicians must develop.11,12
Physicians must know how to diagnose and treat.
Without the knowledge and skills to accomplish these
tasks, one cannot practice medicine. Diagnosis, however, emerges from the clinical encounter. True, the
physician relies on her diagnostic skills and draws
upon her knowledge of the scientific understanding of
disease. However, knowledge of the patient’s disease is
constructed in the course of the interaction between
patient and physician, in the sense that it takes shape
as a meaningful entity only during their interactions.
At question is the fundamental orientation for the
encounter. Is it patient-centered, or does the doctor set
the agenda? This dialectic is not simply philosophical
or dialogical. Power is at stake here. The past few
decades have seen power within the doctor-patient
relationship renegotiated, such that we now speak
about the patient-doctor relationship, with the patient
first. And the more we speak of it this way, the less
ironic it seems.
The view that the possible universe of inquiry consists of 202 questions reflects a severely restricted
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world view, one that denies our freedom to make of
the world what we will. We suggest therefore that
diversity in our approach to medicine is to be celebrated. The radical possibilities of the medical
encounter need further exploration, not restriction.
To borrow from Good’s prescription for medical
anthropology, we suggest that PBL is a medium with
the potential to accommodate a wider view of medicine that includes ‘existential concerns and humane
values, as well as social commitments’.10 We encourage physicians to engage not diseased organ systems,
but rather persons with sickness. We hope that all
physicians view the task of moral engagement with
patients to be the core task of medicine. Our task as
medical educators is to encourage our learners to
meet this challenge.

Summary of implications for GPs
• ‘Authentic’ PBL seeks to replicate current medical
practice within the medical school curriculum.
• It views the clinical encounter as analogous to
determining the Platonic form (the disease) from its
corrupt manifestation (the patient’s illness episode)
in the real world.
• This view is driven by the philosophical stance of
instrumental rationality, within which action is not
driven by values.
• In contrast, we suggest viewing knowledge of the
patient’s disease as being constructed in the
course of the clinical encounter, as taking shape
during the interaction between patient and
physician.
• In this view, the skill of listening to the patient’s
illness narrative is central to the work of the
physician.
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